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Through the Eyes of the Judges
Top Tips from the Judge's Stand:
The Way I See It
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Do You Know Your Vaulting Horse Breeds?

On the Cover: Gracie Wade of Falconwood
Vaulters performs her freestyle with
Butterscotch at the National Festival in
Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
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By Emma Seely

Coaching
Corner

Flag/Arabesque
and Star Freestyle
Line Exercise

Building
Blocks

for a Safe Team
Freestyle
When building a new team freestyle for younger or beginner
vaulters, I always start with the building blocks—our
compulsories! The compulsories are our tools for bigger and
more interesting moves. Improve your compulsories and
your freestyle improves.
Once your vaulters are ready for freestyle, start with doubles
only. Take the time for your vaulters and your horse to figure
out how to work together.

Emma Seely is the head coach at Mt. Eden Vaulting Club, where she works
with vaulters of all levels. Emma has coached vaulters earning gold, silver,
and bronze medals at the Vaulting World Championships and World
Equestrian Games. She is also an AVA 'r' judge and was formerly the chair of
the FEI Vaulting Technical Committee.
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Basic Beginner
Freestyle Principles
•

•

•

Maintain harmony with the
horse. Choose exercises that
vaulters can do securely and
in harmony with the horse. If
harmony is lost, the exercise is
too difficult.
Keep things secure and
confident. Select moves that
make sense for the vaulters’
experience level... and the
horse’s too!
Start small. You can always
go bigger, but starting small
helps build confidence in
young and beginner vaulters.
You can increase the difficulty
as the vaulter improves,
which inspires so much more
confidence than starting too
big and having to break down
moves later.

1. Vaulter #1 mounts to basic
seat.
2. Vaulter #1 pulls on vaulter #2.
3. Vaulter #2 moves into kneel.

Basic Seat and
Kneel Freestyle
Line Exercise

Barrel Basics
Focus on posture. Remember,
good posture leads to strong,
secure moves. Head up, eyes
forward, moving harmoniously
with the horse. I always say, “If you
look down, you fall down.” Start
ingraining great habits from the
very beginning.
Master communication! Practice
counting together for the mount
and for each part of every exercise.
This is so important in making your
vaulters’ time on the horse efficient
and productive.
After they understand what to do
on the barrel, then and only then,
move to the horse. Start at the walk,
then move on to the trot or canter.
Here are some great drills for
teaching beginners how to work
together as a team on the barrel
and on the horse. These exercises
are done as “line freestyles,” with
each vaulter on the team taking a
turn as both “flyer” and “base.”

Basic Seat and
Arabesque Freestyle Line Exercise

1. Vaulter #1 mounts to basic
seat.

1. Vaulter #1 mounts to basic
seat.

2. Vaulter #1 pulls vaulter #2 on
behind her.

2. Vaulter #1 moves forward over
surcingle to seat on the neck
facing forward.

3. Vaulter #2 kneels behind
vaulter #1.
4. Vaulter #1 and vaulter #2
perform basic seat and kneel
for a count of four. Vaulter
#1 can hold the handles for
security and vaulter #2 can
hold vaulter #1’s shoulders. Or
one or both vaulters can put
one or both arms out.
5. Vaulter #2 sits down.
6. Vaulter #1 performs simple leg
over dismount to the inside or
outside.
7. Vaulter #2 pulls on vaulter #3
and repeats the routine.
8. And so on until the full squad
has performed all parts,
including vaulter #1.
After your vaulters have done this
enough times to be able to mount,
move easily with another vaulter
on the horse and dismount with
confidence move on to the next
step:

3. Vaulter #2 mounts to basic
seat.
4. Vaulter #2 moves up to kneel.
5. Vaulter #1 and vaulter #2 put
both arms out, performing
basic seat and kneel for a
count of four.
6. Vaulter #2 places hands on
vaulter #1’s shoulders and
steps up to feet.

7. Vaulter #2 lifts one leg out
into arabesque, performing
basic seat and arabesque for a
count of four.
8. Vaulter #2 sits down.
9. Vaulter #1 does a simple leg
over dismount to the outside.
10. Vaulter #2 moves forward over
surcingle to seat on the neck
facing forward and repeats
the routine.
11. And so on until the full squad
has performed all parts,
including vaulter #1.
Now start to change it up with
some different shapes and
position of exercises.

4. Vaulter #1 performs a leg
over the neck to the outside
and lies on her left side
facing forward in a star
position.
5. Vaulter #2 reaches over
vaulter #1, grabs the handles,
and performs a half flag or
full flag for a count of four.
6. Vaulter #2 steps to feet and
lifts one leg behind her in an
arabesque or needle position
while vaulter #1 continues to
perform the star.
7. Vaulter #1 slides off to the
outside.
8. Vaulter #2 sits down into
basic seat, pulls on vaulter
#3, and repeats the routine.
9. And so on until the full
squad has performed all
parts, including vaulter #1.
Please notice that all of these
exercises are facing forward. This
is very important! This process
allows the vaulters and the horse
to gain confidence, practice good
posture, and learn basic squad
communication skills. You and
your vaulters can make up your
own freestyle line exercises, too!
When your vaulters have
mastered the first three freestyle
line exercises, it’s time to “turn
up the dial.” By now, you have
a feeling for where the vaulters’
strengths and weaknesses
are, thus allowing for a more
interesting outcome.
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Freestyle
Line Exercise:
Basic Freestyle
1. Vaulter #1 mounts to basic
seat and immediately lifts
her left leg over the neck and
slides into a star.
2. Vaulter #1 puts her left foot
in the cossack loop. Placing
her right hand on the horse’s
neck and her left hand on the 9. Vaulter #1 moves to outside side
seat on the neck/shoulder.
handle, she moves into a side
arabesque in the cossack loop, 10. Vaulter #2 moves to outside
17. Vaulter #2 slides back through
facing the inside.
side seat on the back. Vaulter
center of surcingle and brings
#1 and vaulter #2 perform
3. While vaulter #1 holds her
both legs together to the
double outside side seat for a
arabesque, vaulter #2 mounts
outside, sliding/rolling onto her
count of four.
to basic seat and immediately
belly facing the inside. She lifts
puts her left foot into the
11. Vaulter #1 dismounts.
both legs together, and perhaps
cossack loop. Holding the
12. Vaulter #2 places her left hand
one arm forward, into supergirl.
handle with her left hand
on the inside handle and her
18. Vaulter #3 reaches across vaulter
and the pad with her right
right hand on the pad. She
#2, grabs the handles, and
hand, both vaulters perform a
lifts both legs between the
moves into a half flag. Vaulter #2
double arabesque.
surcingle into a v-sit and slides
and vaulter #3 perform supergirl
4. Vaulter #1 moves to reverse seat
through to forward seat on the
and half flag for a count of four.
on the neck.
neck.
19. Vaulter #2 slides off.
5. Vaulter #2 moves to prince
13. Vaulter #3 mounts to basic seat
20. Vaulter #3 moves into flamingo,
(a kneel with one foot up
then lifts both legs directly
placing the right foot in the
like a man proposing with a
behind her into banana, lying
cossack loop with the left leg
diamond ring) facing forward.
on her belly with one leg bent.
in half kneel.
6. Vaulter #1 and vaulter #2 grab
14. Vaulter #2 places her heel in
21. Holding the handle with one
right hands and reach their left
the right cossack loop and
hand, vaulter #3 pulls vaulter
arms up and slightly behind
puts her left foot on the neck,
#4 on behind her into basic
them for a count of four,
reaching one arm forward.
seat behind her left foot.
performing prince and reverse 15. Vaulter #2 and vaulter #3
22. Vaulter #4 places her right hand
basic seat.
perform half candle and
on vaulter #3’s shoulder and
7. Vaulter #1 moves to reverse
banana for a count of four.
rises into kneel. Vaulter #3 and
half flag on the neck.
16. Vaulter #3 moves to free kneel
vaulter #4 put their arms out and
8. Vaulter #2 moves to forward
facing forward.
perform flamingo and free kneel
half flag on the back. Vaulter #1
for a count of four.
and vaulter #2 perform forward
and reverse flag for a count of
four.

42. Vaulter #4 slides off the horse
to either side.
43. Vaulter #5 pulls on vaulter
#6, either from prince or after
returning to basic seat.

23. Vaulter #4 places both hands
on vaulter #3’s shoulders and
steps to stand.

44. Vaulter #5 and vaulter #6 move
into double prince.

24. Vaulter #3 moves to box.
25. Vaulter #4 steps over and
straddles vaulter #3’s back.
Vaulter #3 and vaulter #4
perform stand over box.

30. Vaulter #4 scissors down from
arabesque into reverse basic
seat.

26. Vaulter #3 lifts her leg into half
flag with a bent leg.

31. Vaulter #4 moves into push up
rearways on the back.

27. Vaulter #4 grabs vaulter #3’s
foot with her right hand and
reaches her left hand forward,
performing stand over half flag
for a count of four.

32. Vaulter #4 slides through the
handles into reverse basic seat
on the neck.

28. Vaulter #4 reaches over vaulter
#3 and grabs both handles.
29. Vaulter #4 performs an
arabesque while vaulter #3
slides into outside side seat
and dismounts to the outside.

33. Vaulter #5 mounts to basic
seat and moves directly into
inside special k (kneel sideways
with one foot extended on the
croup).
34. Vaulter #4 places her right foot
in cossack loop and her left
knee or foot on the neck.
35. Vaulter #4 and vaulter #5 hold
each other with one hand,
performing outside half flamingo
and inside half special k.
36. Vaulter #4 sits in inside side
seat on the neck.
37. Vaulter #5 returns to basic seat.

45. Vaulter #6 stands up, placing
her right foot on vaulter #5’s
right knee. Both put one arm
out and hold half stand on
prince for a count of four.
47. Vaulter #6 slides down into
reverse seat.
48. Vaulter #5 moves through the
handles into forward seat on
neck.

38. Vaulter #4 lifts her left leg over
the inside handle, placing her
left hand on the inside handle
and her right arm around the
shoulders of vaulter #5. Vaulter
#5 holds the outside handle
with her right hand and wraps
her left arm around vaulter
#4’s waist. Working together,
vaulter #4 swings her right
leg around vaulter #5, landing
sitting forward behind vaulter
#5, performing the huggy
transfer.

49. Vaulter #6 moves into candle
position. Vaulter #5 and vaulter
#6 perform forward seat on
neck and reverse candle for a
count of four.
50. Vaulter #5 moves into outside
side seat.
51. Vaulter #6 moves into inside
side seat.
52. Vaulter #5 and vaulter #6 lift
their legs simultaneously into a
straddle and dismount.

Moving to Triples

39. Vaulter #4 moves into press on
the croup.

After this type of line freestyle
is successful, then add a third
vaulter in a basic line freestyle
facing forward.

40. Vaulter #5 moves into prince.
41. Vaulter #4 and vaulter #5 hold
prince and press for a count of
four.
Please notice that in this basic
freestyle, every move has a
secure holding point either to
the surcingle or to a vaulter that
is securely connected to the
surcingle. Each vaulter has at least
two moves.
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Of course, this is just the start of
a routine. Ideally as the season
progresses you’ll be able to
add moves, tweak directions,
and free up some of the hand
holds. Remember, performance
is more important than degree
of difficulty! A safe, secure,
well-performed, simple routine
will out-place a more difficult
routine performed less well a vast
majority of the time.

Remember: Start with baby
steps in the beginning. Complete
every rung of the ladder and
your vaulters and your horse will
become the best they can be
while having fun and success, too!
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By Kendel Edmunds

Through the eyes
of the judges

Top Tips from the Judge's Stand:

The Way I See It
A

nother competitive season has come to an end and I
hope you achieved your goals! If not, here are some
ideas on how to improve your competitive scores for
the season to come.

Read the rules!! As a judge I am frequently surprised that

Photo courtesy of Alex Thomas

competitors don’t know all the rules for their division. This
is the first place where you can improve your overall score.
Make sure you know all the mandatory and discretionary
deductions that can be taken in both compulsories and
freestyle.
Keep the rulebooks on hand for quick reference. Vaulters, not
just their coaches, should read and know all the rules for their
division. Keep these rulebooks and guidelines on hand:
•
•
•
•
•

AVA Rulebook (all levels)
Code of Points (all levels)
FEI Guidelines (all levels)
USEF Rulebook (Bronze and above)
FEI Rules for Vaulting (Bronze and above)

Understand the weighting of the
various scoring components. Turn
to page 42 of your 2016 AVA Rulebook to see
how the freestyle is divided and weighted
for each class. For all USEF recognized
classes (Bronze and above), each category is
calculated as a percentage of the total score;
Degree of Difficulty is 15%, Composition is
25%, Performance is 40% and Horse/General
Impression is 20%.  For AVA recognized classes
(Copper and below) a multiplier is used; Content
is x2, Performance is x3 and Horse/General
Impression is x1. For a more detailed description
of what the criteria are for each of these scores,
see your division in the rulebook.

Focus on Performance. Performance is
always the most heavily weighted (at least 40% of
the overall score), so in my opinion, this is where
you want to receive your highest mark. Contrary
to popular belief, performance entails a lot more
than simply performing beautifully to your music.
In fact, musical interpretation isn’t even part of
the performance score, but rather counted as
part of the composition score! When judging
performance, I am looking for proper mechanics,
quality of execution of the essence of the exercise
you are demonstrating (i.e. stretch, strength,
balance), overall form and scope, security,
balance, and always harmony with the horse.
When it comes to the all-important performance
score, I would suggest having a strategy for

competitions, with a Plan B just in case. If your
horse is misbehaving or you are not quite ready
to debut your Plan A freestyle, implement Plan B
for your freestyle so that all exercises can still be
performed (executed) well. Let’s say the average
freestyle has ten exercises, if you improve your
performance by .10 on each exercise, you would
gain a full point in performance!

Focus on your equine partner, too!
With the Horse Score counting for anywhere
from 15-20% of your overall score, to be
competitive you must spend time properly
training your partner, the horse. Suppleness,
collection and overall conditioning are not
achieved at the end of the lunge line. This means
time spent under saddle and going to the right
are imperative to your success as an individual
or team. A horse that misbehaves or has a very
poor gait will impact your overall score in two
areas: low horse score and, more than likely, a
low performance score as well.

Pay attention to Degree of Difficulty.
Degree of Difficulty becomes a factor when
you compete in Bronze or above, and is 15%
of your overall score.  At the Silver and Gold
level this score will more than likely play a part
in your overall placing. In Bronze, all exercises
are counted and R moves are only assigned
a D value. Therefore, the Degree of Difficulty
score plays less of a role in overall placing and
emphasis should still be on selecting exercises

that can be performed well and have little risk
of failure.

Read your score sheets. After all
competitions, look at your scoresheets
thoroughly and focus on improving in the
areas where you received specific comments.
Also compare scores from the beginning to
the end of the season. Where were the areas
in which you showed the most improvement?
Was the improvement from becoming
stronger, more flexible, or improving your
harmony with the horse? To be a top level
competitor you need to be accomplished in
all these areas.

Learn from the judges. If given the
opportunity, whether at a clinic or an inperson Through the Eyes of the Judge session,
make the most of the time you have with a
recognized judge. Bring old scoresheets and
clarify anything that was not clear. Ask lots of
questions. We are there to educate. Most of
the judges have either been competitors or
coaches, so we understand what it’s like to be
in your shoes.
The end of the season is a great time to reflect
on what went well in the past year, but more
importantly, to plan for the upcoming season.
Take some time to write your goals for 2017
and think big!

Kendel Edmunds is a USEF 'R' judge. Kendel was a member of the first
U.S. delegation sent to Europe, coached by J. Ashton Moore and Elizabeth
Searle, founders of the AVA. In 1981 she became the first vaulter ever to
perform a handstand in competition. In 2015 Kendel was inducted into the
Vaulting Hall of Fame.

Photo courtesy of Roy Friesen
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Horse
smarts

3

1

Do you know your vaulting horse breeds?
Match the photo that
corresponds with the breeds
listed below

4

A. American Bashkir Curly
B. Belgian
C. Clydesdale

5

7

6

E. Dutch Warmblood
F. Friesian Percheron Cross
G. Haflinger
H. Hanoverian

9
8

I. Holsteiner
J. Lusitano Dutch Warmblood
K. Oldenburg
L. Percheron Morgan Cross
M. Percheron
N. Rheinlander Draft Cross
O. Spotted Draft Horse
P. Westphalian

12
11
10

D. Danish Warmblood

15
13

16

14

Answers: 1. (B), 2. (J), 3. (F), 4. (L), 5. (P), 6.(M), 7. (E), 8. (C),
9. (I), 10. (G), 11. (A), 12. (N), 13. (O), 14. (K), 15. (H), 16. (D)
10
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gold

gold

Jasmin Lindner
Photo courtesy of Andrea Fuchshumer

Jasmin Lindner &
Lukas Wacha

Lambert Leclezio
Photo courtesy of Andrea Fuchshumer

Photo courtesy of Andrea Fuchshumer

Team France
Photo courtesy of Arjen van der Spek

2016 Vaulting W orld Champions
silver

bronze

Kristina Boe
Photo courtesy of Andrea Fuchshumer
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Vincent
Haennel
Photo courtesy of Andrea Fuchshumer

Janika Derks
& Johannes
Kay
Photo courtesy of Arjen van der Spek

team
germany
Photo courtesy of Arjen van der Spek

Anna
Cavallaro
Photo courtesy of Arjen van der Spek

Jannis
Drewell
Photo courtesy of Andrea Fuchshumer

Lucie Chevrel &
Simon Chevrel
Photo courtesy of Arjen van der Spek

Team
Austria
Photo courtesy of Andrea Fuchshumer
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feature

A Day in the Life
of Geoffrey Woolson

at the 2016 Vaulting World Championships
Competing at the Vaulting World Championships in
Le Mans, France this past August was incredible. This is
a day in my life at this year’s World Championships.
9:11am: We embrace each other
after a job well done. We all have mixed
feelings about our compulsories, but we
are happy we stayed strong.

5:30am: Alarm rings. I wake up and drag
myself out of bed. I’m tired, but my body feels
ready after a summer of hard training. I look
out the window and smell the brisk, foggy
morning air in Le Mans, France. I shower,
shave my face, fix my hair, and throw on my
Team USA apparel.
Photo courtesy of Mike Tomlinson

5:45am: I am in a car with several
teammates leaving our chateau. Headphones
in, I listen to the sounds of Philip Glass (the
artist who composed our team compulsory
music) and zone out for the short car ride to
the barn, thinking of the compulsories we
will be performing later that morning.

6:00am: We arrive at the barn and start
to take care of morning duties: walking and
feeding horses, checking water, and cleaning
stalls. The horses are the most important part
of our team and deserve all the pampering
they can get.

Photo courtesy of Mike Tomlinson

6:30am: The US team takes shifts getting
breakfast and working. It’s my turn for
breakfast. I head to the cafeteria and stock
up on all the protein, fresh fruit, and healthy
carbs I can get for a full day of competition.
Coffee is a necessity. I thought I was addicted
to it before I left for Europe. Yeah, right...

7:00am: I head to the warm-up arena and
begin to focus on the first go of the day.

Photo cour
tesy

of Mike To
mlinson

Again, I listen to our music and envision a
perfect set of compulsories. I roll my sore
muscles with a softball and proceed to do
some light cardio before hopping on the
barrel to begin training my compulsories.

8:00am: The whole US squad arrives and
we begin vaulting on the horse. We warm
up with what each of us needs to do best.
For me, it is a few good swings and a stand.
Practicing what I know I can be good at
ensures my confidence in the ring.

9:30am - 2:00pm: Watch world-class
vaulting. Eat lunch. Check on horses and
walk them.
2:00pm: Start warming up for individual
compulsories, on the barrel first, then on the
horse in the practice arena, and
once again on the horse in the
main warm-up arena. I feel ready.

8:45am: We enter the main practice arena
and take one last practice round on the
horse.
9:00am: The squad enters the arena in

4:00pm: Get my horse settled in

formation. I feel powerful when I hear the
run-in music start, getting goose bumps
as the crowd begins cheering. I know that
everyone at home is watching the livestream
feed.

for the evening and taken care of.

think. We all focus intensely, making sure we
do our best when we are on the horse. While
on the ground, we stare with an iron gaze at
our teammates on the horse.

8:00pm: Drive back to the chateau
with the team and decompress from a
long day.

9:55pm: Head to bed and visualize
tomorrow. It’s going to be a great day.

10:00pm: Get some well earned sleep.

3:36pm: Showtime. Individual
compulsories. At this moment, I
feel my efforts to reach the goal I
have been working to accomplish
for twelve years come to fruition.
I am finally competing at the
Vaulting World Championships as
an individual. Wow. This feels good.

9:00am: Compulsories. Not much time to

and talk with vaulters from around the
globe is such an amazing feeling.

5:00pm: Team freestyle training
on the barrel. At this level it’s all
about practice, practice, and more
practice.

6:00pm: Dinner and socializing
with athletes from around the
world. This is definitely one
of the coolest parts of the
championships. Getting to meet
Photos courtesy of Andrea Funshumer
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Team USA

Geoffrey Woolson
Photo courtesy of Andra Fuchshumer
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Photo courtesy of Andra Fuchshumer

Team USA: Kalyn Geisler, Michelle Guo, Carlee Heger,
Devon Maitozo, Mattea Petry, Geoffrey Woolson

Cassidy Palmer &
Kimberly Palmer
Team USA

Carlee Heger & Haley Smith
Photo courtesy of Andra Fuchshumer

Kaleb Patterson

Photo courtesy of Andra Fuchshumer

Colton Palmer

Elizabeth Osborn

Photo courtesy of Andra Fuchshumer

Photo courtesy of Arjen Van der Spek

Emily Rose

Photo courtesy of Arjen Van der Spek
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at the 2016 Vaulting World Championships Le Mans, France

TEAM USA

Michelle Guo

Photo courtesy of Andra Fuchshumer
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feature

By Sheri Benjamin

A Video, a Book and (Eventually) a Mission

Editor’s Note: At this year’s AVA Annual Conference, Northern
Lakes Vaulters won the President’s Club Outreach Award. Head
coach Elizabeth (Beth) Whillock discusses how she learned about
vaulting, the importance of the vaulting/Pony Club partnership,
and why growing vaulting in her region has become an
important mission for her club.
EVM: How did you first get involved with
vaulting?
BW: Unlike a lot of other clubs that come into
vaulting through the vaulting world or the
riding world, we came to vaulting through Pony
Club. I’d never even heard of vaulting until we
joined Pony Club. My older daughter, Amy, was
a traditional three-day eventing rider. Sarah,
my youngest, loved horses, but wasn’t all that
interested in riding. It was fine, but it just wasn’t
her thing.
EVM: How did you discover vaulting?
BW: The first year Sarah was in Pony Club, she
went to something called D Retreat, an event
held traditionally for all your little kids in Pony
Club. D Retreat is meant to introduce these
Pony Clubbers to all the different disciplines
within the organization.
A vaulting club called Elements of Grace was
active in Pony Club in Minnesota back then, and
their silver level vaulter brought her barrel to the
event and introduced kids to the discipline of
vaulting. Sarah was hooked.
EVM: So you go to some retreat, Sarah
decides she wants to vault, and then what?
BW: Well, I’m your typical engineer, so I took it as
an interesting challenge. “My kid is interested in

a discipline that I know
nothing about, and
there is no one close
enough to teach us.
Hmmm. Better start my
research.”
So I called up the
Pony Club district
commissioner, and I asked
her how I could learn more
about vaulting. Pony Club
sold a video, along with Isabelle
Bibbler Parker and Emma Seely’s
“Training for Vaulting Coaches”
book, so I bought both of those.
And then we just plowed our way
through.
EVM: Are you saying you
coached Sarah on how to vault from a
video and a book?
BW: Yup. There wasn’t another option. For the
first year, when my older daughter would do
her traditional riding lessons, Sarah and I would
experiment with vaulting.
I’d pull out the fattest, quietest pony that the
riding instructor had in her lesson riding horse
stable. We’d slap on the $80 surcingle I bought
used on eBay, and a couple of Western pads,

Vaulting Mid-West
and we were off to the races!
We worked our way through some
compulsories, the stand, that kind of thing.
Sarah would proudly announce, “I don’t ride.
I vault.” So we muddled our way through the
first year, until we met Karin Schmidt, who was
the one who truly put us on a successful
path in vaulting. Karin was crucial to our
early successful years in vaulting. She
introduced us to the AVA, and was the
one person we could really reach out to
with “silly questions.”
Karin was so giving of her time. She’d
constantly give us encouragement and advice:
“Do this. Try this.” She invited us to come to
her house for the weekend when she had
some German vaulters for a summer. What
an eye-opener that was!
EVM: How did Northern Lakes Vaulters
get started?
BW: Northern Lakes Vaulters was founded in
2009 as a spin-off of nearby Mel-o-dee Vaulters,
where my daughter, Sarah, first vaulted.
Our original club really wanted to stick with

recreational vaulting, and Sarah wanted to
compete. We already had a close relationship
with Pony Club, so we named our club after the
Northern Lakes region of Pony Club.

Success! Coach Sarah Whillock shows beginning
vaulter Kassidy the ropes during a clinic for Pink
Socks Farm.

EVM: And what does the club look like in
2016?
BW: Today, Northern Lakes Vaulters is the largest
club in Region V, with about 20 vaulters, and
five horses, ranging from a big Percheron for
team to a Quarter Horse for the tiny tots.
EVM: As someone who has experienced
the trials and tribulations of starting to
learn about vaulting truly from scratch, in
an area where there is a dearth of vaulting
clubs, how are you helping to grow
vaulting in your area?
BW: Our region is growing slowly, and I’ve taken
a cue from Karin Schmidt on how to help grow
new vaulting clubs.
For example, we made vaulting outreach a core
value of our club—it’s built into our culture
now. One thing we do annually is demonstrate
and showcase vaulting at the Minnesota Horse
Northern Lakes Vaulters pose before performing for
a crowd of 5,000 at the annual Minnesota State Fair.

Photo courtesy
of Teschs Tear She
et

Growing

in the

Expo, which
is
our state’s largest equine trade
show and event. There are vendor booths,
demonstrations, speakers—it’s the equestrian
event for Minnesota.
Our demonstration, entitled “Top 10 Reasons
Every Rider Should Vault,” always draws a large
crowd that is really curious about vaulting.
EVM: What else do you do to educate the
community about vaulting?
BW: Well, the one thing we always make sure
of is that we partner up with our Pony Club as
closely as possible. There is so much crossover
here, and we take advantage of every joint
Pony Club/vaulting opportunity. There are so
many synergies with Pony Club, and in the AVA.
I’m really working hard to create that kind of
relationship with Pony Club on a national basis.
EVM: Tell us about some of your club
outreach.
BW: With Pink Socks Farm for example, this
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equestrian program learned about vaulting from our demo at the Horse
Expo. Pink Socks Farm’s coaches and riders attended the event, tried
vaulting on our mechanical barrel at our booth—and just fell in love with
vaulting. The coach was really interested in adding vaulting to her riding
program, and with the help of an AVA grant that enabled Region V to get
a loaner surcingle, they were on their way.
I think a key to club outreach is to have a mentor who can show you the
ropes and answer your questions, a lot like Karin Schmidt did for us. Sarah
would travel six hours round trip each month to teach a vaulting clinic
at their farm. And now they’re a successful vaulting program at a riding
school, and an AVA vaulting club.
EVM: Sounds like your daughter Sarah was not only your impetus to
start learning about vaulting, but is now your “partner in crime” as you
work to build vaulting in your region. Tell us more about Sarah.
BW: Because we weren’t exposed to vaulting until Sarah was a teen,

she’s now 21 and says she is far from finished with her vaulting career.
She competed in her first Nationals when she was 14, after just two
competitions. Now she’s about to graduate from the University of
Minnesota with a bachelor’s degree in biochemistry, and wants to go to
pharmacy school for an advanced degree. When she’s not studying for
her regular classes or her entrance exam, she vaults at the silver level, is
judging barrel fests and wants to enter the judges program eventually.
Her goal is to finish out her career as a gold vaulter.
And, yes, she is a great partner as our club does vaulting outreach in our
region. I couldn’t do it without her!
EVM: If you could name only one thing that vaulting clubs need to
do more of to successfully grow vaulting, what would it be?
BW: For outreach, don’t be afraid to go outside of your own club. I think
so many clubs are inwardly focused because they’re hesitant to make the
leap to outreach, or they don’t see the point of doing it. Take the leap!

Top Tips to Grow Vaulting
Beth provided these tips to help grow vaulting in your own area.
Build a culture of outreach in your own club. It’s important
to build a culture of outreach and inclusion in your own club first.
That means that club vaulters, coaches and parents are bought into
helping to grow other vaulting clubs in the region AND helping
vaulters in their own club advance and get better. “When more
experienced coaches and more senior vaulters are inclusive and
expected to ‘give back’ to more junior coaches and vaulters, you
build a strong, enduring club,” Beth says. “And when all your vaulters
can understand how building more clubs is important for vaulting
as a whole, they do a better job of owning that mission.”
Make it about more than solely vaulting. At Northern Lakes, fun
is a given, and building relationships outside the vaulting arena is an
important tool to keeping individual teams and the club as a whole
strong. Teams do events outside of vaulting. For example, the walk
team recently took a horseback camping trip together, and other
teams take gymnastics class as a group. The entire club has a regular
Stable Work/Fun Day, where everyone is expected to give back to
the facility that graciously hosts them at their stable.

Who says fun always has to involve a horse?
Northern Lakes vaulters ham it up at the Fair.

Build a succession pipeline. Beth pointed out that a strong club can
quickly become a shrinking club if the vaulter and coaching pipelines
aren’t full enough. “We’re always building our next vaulter/coaches and
recruiting our next round of beginning vaulters,” Beth says.
Take advantage of the entire spectrum of vaulting. While some
kids love competitive vaulting, other kids love to vault strictly on a
recreational basis, while others love the thrill of a demo.
Showcase your stuff—all the time!  According to Beth, any and
all public exhibitions are good places to showcase vaulting. Northern

Top Ten Reasons Why Every Rider Should Vault
By Elizabeth Whillock, DC Kimberwicke Pony Club,
Coach Northern Lakes Vaulters
(Reprinted from the Northern Lakes Vaulters website, with permission)

P

eople have been performing acrobatic
and dance-like movements on the
backs of moving horses for more
than 2,000 years. Long before we had
saddles and stirrups, early humans had to
“vault on” to their horses. Perhaps vaulting's
most prominent recognition as a form of
equestrian sport in more recent times was
its inclusion in the 1920 Olympic Games
20
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as "Artistic Riding." Modern vaulting was
developed in post-war Germany to introduce
children to equestrian sports. In 1983,
vaulting became one of only seven equestrian
disciplines recognized by the FEI, and the first
Vaulting World Championships were held in
Switzerland in 1986. American vaulting can
be traced to 1956, when Elizabeth Searle first
saw the sport during a visit to Europe. Seeing

a potential application
for her pony club in
California's Santa Cruz
County, she obtained a
16mm film of the basic
exercises, and took it
back to America. In 1968, the American
Vaulting Association was founded. Today the
AVA has more than 1,000 members in 100
AVA clubs and affiliates. Vaulting also remains
one of the many recognized disciplines within
the United States Pony Club.

But why should your average rider consider
learning how to vault? Many people see the
acrobatic skills demonstrated by upper level

vaulters and think – no way am I ever going to
do that! However, basic vaulting is focused on
training the vaulter to be light and to move in
harmony with their horse without the use of
acrobatics. These introductory vaulting skills
can benefit any rider at any time. So here are
my top ten reasons why every rider should vault
regardless of their primary riding discipline:
It is the SAFEST equestrian sport: Yes,
it is true. Our accident incident rate is lower
than the sport of golf. Beginning vaulting
moves are usually in contact with the vaulting
surcingle, so if an unanticipated dismount
is required, the rider usually ends up head
up and feet down. The progression of skills

Vaulting is an easy way to learn how
to ride: Used for centuries by cavalry and
riding instructors worldwide, vaulting is the
time-tested, safe way to introduce new riders
to the art and joy of riding. Vaulting horses are
handled by the lunger/instructor, allowing the
rider to fully focus on their own skills.

Vaulting is economical: Many vaulters
can share one vaulting horse, unlike most
traditional riding disciplines. This is one
reason why many European riding schools
have vaulting programs for their beginning
students – it is an easy entry into the world
of equestrian sport. The tack required is
minimal- primarily a vaulting surcingle,
vaulting pad (western pads will do in a
pinch), and standard lungeing equipment and this can also be shared amongst many
vaulters.

Vaulting promotes balance: Vaulting creates
the ability to be comfortably off-center and
easily recover back to the center of the horse.

Vaulting is versatile: Any breed or size of
horse can be used as long as it has a calm
temperament, has balanced and steady gaits,

learned also promotes safety – for instance,
the bronze canter class is the first class to
allow jumping on the horse – so riskier skills
are not attempted too soon for the safety of
both the vaulter and the horse.

Lakes has shown vaulting at fairs, trade shows, conventions, and even
the Maker Fair, because vaulting is considered a performance art. And
showcasing vaulting can be as simple as a “try it” stationary barrel in a
booth, or as complete as a vaulting demonstration in a big arena.
Think outside the box. Showing at equestrian events is definitely a
“must.” And don’t rule out outside- the-box venues, whether it’s the
Maker Fair, the local circus school, etc. Aerial arts at circus schools are
very "in" right now, and a good place from which to recruit potential
vaulters and build new clubs, according to Beth.
Hands-on is good! Beth says that the barrel is a must-have at
any event, and those who get on the barrel (and Northern Lakes’
mechanical barrel as well) are more likely to end up taking the first
step with the club at a later date.
Show them the way. As a Pony Club member, Beth understands the
beauty of Pony Club’s structure, and how their educational structures
and paradigms show an easy path for riders. I'm a real proponent
for an easily understandable pathway to vaulting. We need to show
beginning vaulters and their parents how the vaulters will go from
Point A to Point B,” says Beth.
Follow up! Northern Lakes always offers a barrel class as a follow-up
to each outreach activity. Those interested in learning more about
vaulting can simply sign up for Northern Lakes’“Introduction to
vaulting” barrel class—a low cost, low stakes way to try vaulting. Once
the kids are up at the vaulting club, they can see what other vaulting
classes look like, and what they might be doing themselves in the
future. “There’s always a pathway from the moment you meet them
and they show interest, to the higher levels of competition,” says Beth.

can be lunged, and is of appropriate size for
the vaulter.
Vaulting improves a rider’s seat: Vaulting
teaches the rider to support their own
weight and not merely sit on the horse.
Vaulting is also the surest way to enhance an
experienced rider’s expertise by improving
their suppleness, teaching a rider how to
move with their horse with balance and in
harmony with the horse’s movement.
Vaulting can be a lifelong sport: There
is no minimum or maximum age for
competitive vaulting. It is a sport that
promotes both flexibility and strength, think
of it like Pilates on horseback!

Vaulting is fun, which makes learning
riding skills easier: It trains the rider to be the
athlete, emphasizing and developing correct
posture and carriage. Vaulting quickly builds
confidence and comfort level with a horse.
Vaulting rapidly increases balance: It's
the most natural way to develop harmony
with the horse.
Vaulting promotes safe riding: The
vaulting drills have specific and direct benefit
for rider safety. They teach correct and safe
emergency dismounts. Vaulting drills develop
security in all positions on a horse, without
the use of stirrups.
www.americanvaulting.org 21
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Open Pas de Deux

Kayt Shaffer and Giorgia Borgarelli,
Mt. Tabor Vaulters
with MacAllen & Wayne Beisecker
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C Team

Trot Team

OC Vaulting Club

with Hampton and Jorden Hobbs, Sampson and Jodi Rinard

with Shelby and Jodi Rinard

with Gigi and Gibran Stout

Preliminary
Pas de Deux

Photo courtesy of Tylir Penton

Photo courtesy of Alex Thomas

Mile-High Vaulters

Photo courtesy of Alex Thomas

Photo courtesy of Alex Thomas

B Team

Mile-High Vaulters

Photo courtesy of Tylir Penton

2016 AVA
National
Vaulting
Champions

Trot Pas de Deux

Katerina Shabalin and Sydney Schimack,
Complete Equestrian Vaulters

Jaden Massaro and Giana Massaro,
OC Vaulting

with Mateo and Jodi Rinard

with Gigi and Gibran Stout

Open 2-Phase

Great Falls Vaulters
with Pete and Jennifer Williams

Preliminary
2-Phase

Technique Equestrian Vaulting Club
with St. Louis and Kim Kaylor
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Gold Women

Silver Women

Silver Men

Bronze Women

Stephanie Harris, Great Falls Vaulters

Calle Davis, Oak Hills Vaulting

Jace Brooks, Wasatch Peak Vaulters

Melanie Ford, Mile High Vaulters

with Pete and Jennifer Williams

with Xena and Jodi Rinard

with Sampson and Jodi Rinard, Hampton and Jorden Hobbs

with Xena and Jodi Rinard

Bronze Men

Copper Women

Photo courtesy of Tylir Penton
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2016 AVA National Vaulting Champions

Copper Men

Trot Women

Trot Men

Mikhail Proctor, Unbridled Vaulting Club

Moira Hampton, Mile-High Vaulters

Charles Smith, EVX Vaulting Club

Hayden Avakian, OC Vaulting

Marshall Collins, Complete Equestrian Vaulters

with Goliath and Makayla Clyne, Hampton and Jorden Hobbs

with Xena and Jodi Rinard

with Xena, Sampson and Jodi Rinard

with Gigi and Gibran Stout

with Chunky Monkey and Nicole Collins
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2016 USEF/AVA
National Championships

Murfreesboro, Tennessee
Photos courtesy of Alex Thomas and Roy Friesen
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2016 USEF/AVA
National
Championships
Photos courtesy of Alex Thomas and Roy Friesen
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Your upscale, yet affordable alternative!
... off the shelf... or custom designs... or ultra exclusive
with Original SWAROVSKI®
Crystals

THANK YOU for letting ERVY
be a part of you & your team
with fashion performing!

Follow us on facebook
to be always up to date!
www.facebook.de/ERVYSportsFashion
Photo by Sandra Schier

Equestrian Vaulting Unitards • www.ervy.de • Equestrian Vaulting Unitards • www.ervy.de •

2016 Osierlea Award
Makayla Clyne and Eli
Mt. Eden Vaulting Club/
Unbridled Vaulting Club

Photos courtesy of Roy Friesen
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The annual Osierlea Award is presented at the USEF/AVA National Championships each
year. This award is given the horseman or horsewoman who presents his or her horse in
the best possible light at the horse inspection before the competition begins.
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